FNN 4th Board of Director meeting
Phnom Penh, FNN office: In Farmer Net and Nature office on 5-6 August 2010 held the
fourth Board of Director (BOD) meeting. The members of FNN, provincial representatives from
11 provinces (FNN target provinces) are invited to the meeting. Mr. Uon Sophal, director, was
the facilitator for the meeting. The meeting aimed to discuss the net activity, promote the
awareness of the advantages of organizing the district net and strengthen ability to the members
of Board of Director.
Mr. Pan Sopheap, managing director, said it was the great opportunities to establishment
district net. It could help people and farmers who live in the community to have a good
relationship with each other. It means that people both members and leaders working together,
solving the problem and challenges together and unite to achieve the objectives. By doing like
this, people can work as the team and they can learn some things new from each other. When they
do not understand the point, they can ask each other to find out the solution and the way.
Managing director continued FNN have established the provincial net already and from
this, the members and leaders of the provincial net can learn a lot from each other both good
character and bad character. Therefore, it is very important to set the district net to the target
provinces. They can work independently not under the control of others; however, if they have
concern or problem, they can send and raise it to the provincial net or the member of BOD to
solve the obstacle.
Finally, through the peaceful, friendly and happy meeting, all the member of BOD of FNN
agreed and hard committed to set up the district net in their province when they return. And they
would report to FNN in the case they face some problem.
To be noted that, in the meeting, the members from 11 provinces also report the progress of
its net. On 06 August 2010 all members were guided to Batheay district, Kampong Cham
province to see the way how to organizing the district net there and learn from this as well. The
study tour was guided by Mr. Sean Buntha, FNN staff. By: NOY Kimhong

